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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper generalizes a result of Feit, the main lemma of [g], on the 
degrees of two (not necessarily distinct) ordinary irreducible characters of 
certain finite groups. In order to state our theorem, which concerns the 
degrees of two (not necessarily distinct) Brauer characters, we first introduce 
some notation and a basic hypothesis. 
Throughout the paper, G is a finite’group, p a fixed prime, P a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. it’ and C arc, respectively, the normalizer and centralizer 
of P in G, 2 is the center of G, z = 1 Z /, e :-.: i N : C / and t = (p - 1)/e. 
K is a field of characteristic p which is a splitting field for all subgroups of G. 
HYPOTHESIS A. P / :-= p and N/P is abelian. 
When Hypothesis A holds, for any p-block B of positive defect there is a 
sign 6, = k-1 such that the degree of all the exceptional characters in 3 is 
congruent to S,e (mod p) [4]. I f  e -= p - 1, the choice of sign is arbitrary. 
THEOREM 1. Assume G satisJies Hypothesis A fey a prime p 2 11, and 
that G is not of type L,(p). Let L, M be indecomposable KG-modules of dimension 
d = p - s, m = p - u respectively, where I < d, nz < p. Let B be the p-bloch 
of positive defect in zuhich lie all the nonprojective indecomposable summands of 
L @ M. Then 
s+u< 
I 
et5 (6, := -1) 
e+t-1 (6, = 1). 
Remarks. (i) It is shown in the course of the proof that all the non- 
projective indecomposable summands of L @ M indeed lie in a unique 
block. 
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(ii) The proof of Theorem 1 is similar to that of [8, (4.1)]. In particular, 
we use two lemmas (2.1 and 2.2 below) which are slightly generalized versions 
of preliminary lemmas in [8], to study the decomposition of L @ M. The 
principal new ingredient here is Lemma 2.7 below, which enables us to 
replace inequalities on dimensions with inequalities on the multiplicity of 
certain eigenvalues. 
(iii) The situation of [8, (4.1)] is a special case when s = 2 u = e and 
6, -= - 1. Then Theorem 1 says only that e < 5. However, [S, (4.1)] may 
easily be obtained by noting that Corollary 2 implies e is odd, and then using 
information about the block B furnished by Proposition 2.6 to show e = 3 
or 5 cannot occur. 
(iv) Theorem 1 also yields [3, Theorem l] as a corollary when s .= u = e 
and 6, = 1. Actually, our theorem says only that e < t -- I in this case. 
To obtain [3, Theorem 11, the possibility e = t - 1 must then be eliminated, 
exactly as is done in [3]. 
(v) If  either L or M is faithful, the assumption N/P is abelian is redundant 
by [71, 
(vi) For primes less than 11, the theorem is false only when p = 7. The 
same example Fcit gives in [8, Section I] works here: Let G be a group such 
that x :- 2, G/Z m A, and G has a faithful irreducible complex representation 
of degree 4. Then there is an indecomposable KG-module L of dimension 4. 
Let M = L*, the dual of L. The conclusion of the theorem fails since e = 3 
and 6, = 1, where B is the principal 7-block. 
Theorem 1 and its proof yield the second part of the following assertion, 
an improvement of [2, Theorem 7.11 when e is odd. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be not of type L,(p) and let P be cyclic, wherep 3 13. 
Suppose L is a faithful, indecomposable KG-module of dimension d < p. If 
e is even, d >p - (e/2 + 1). If e is odd, d 3 min(p - (e + 5)/2, 
p - (e + t - 1)/2}. 
I f  1 P 1 = p and G has a faithful, irreducible complex character x with 
x(1) < p, then xz = x(l)7 where 71 is a faithful linear character of Z, and 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the blocks B of positive defect 
and the distinct powers of 17 : an irreducible character 1; of G is in B, if 
and only if (a = <(l)y” [4], [8]. With this notation, we state 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose /P 1 = p, P is not normal in G, t 3 3, and G has a 
faithful, irreducible complex character x with x(l) < p - 1. Let n be any 
integer prime to z. If + is any irreducible Brauer character in B,, with cj( 1) > 1, 
then 4(l) > p - 4. 
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2. MACHIXERY 
Throughout this section we assume Hypothesis A. 
Notation. Q is the ring of integers in a p-adic number field F, 9 is the 
maximal ideal of G, and fl =. e/P. 8 is a finite extension of fi with ramification 
index at least 2 [9, p. 1031. $’ is the field of quotients of 8, @ is the maximal 
ideal of 6, 8 = &I@. Assume d and F are splitting fields for all subgroups 
of G. If  X is a finitely generated bG-module, X denotes X/&X. B is a 
p-block of positive defect. 
The notation and definitions of [2, Sects. 2,4] are assumed, except that K 
is not necessarily 8. In particular, if Y is a finitely generated KG-module 
with Y, = @CC Vdi (hi), each Ai (a linear character from N to K) is called 
a main value (mv) of Y. hi is a projective (nonprojective) main value (pmv or 
npmv) if and only if di = p, respectively di < p. If  Y is nonprojective and 
indecomposable, write Y++ V,(p) where VV(p) is the nonprojective in- 
decomposable KN-module which is the Green correspondent of Y. Thus, p 
is the unique npmv of Y. Also, rem Y =- : y. Kate the character 0: has the 
same meaning as in [2, Section 21. 
Lemma 2.1 generalizes [S, (3.6)], and Lemma 2.2 generalizes [S, (3.8)] 
and [3, Lemma 31. The proofs are not trivial, but follow [8] so closely that 
we omit them here. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume 1 < e < p - 1. Let L, W be Jinitely generated, 
indecomposable 8G-modules with Ltz V,(y), Wt, V,,._,(y(y. “). Then thme 
exists an &free &G-module M such that M w L @ W. If S is a$nitely generated 
indeymposable 8G-module with S + > V,(u) (w S f-) V6A.1(a) then there exists 
an O-free OG-module X with x m S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a fkzitely generated, O-free fiG-module which aflords 
the character 8. Suppose t = 7 f  p + y  with 
where the xj are the exceptional characters in B, the hj are non-negative integers, 
p is a sum of nonexceptional characters in B, and y  is a sum of characters 
of defect zero. Assume t > 3, e > 1, and e > 2 in case zja = I. Let 
h = & hj . Then 
(i) I f  x is indecomposable and f(1) z e (modp) or [( 1) = e + 1 (modp) 
then 
(S, --. --I) 
(6, = 1). 
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(ii) I f  X = W, @ W;, where each Wi is an indecomposable 8-G-module and 
((1) = 2e (modp), then 
h> 2 
I 
t-2 (6, = -1) 
(6, = 1). 
The following is a refinement of [2, Proposition 4.51. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.3. Let iVr, W and R be nonprojective, indecomposable KG- 
modules with M+-+ V&L), Wt, V,(y), Rtt V,.(p), MC W, and W/M e R. 
Then 
(a) m + r < p implies m -r r = zo and p = ~a-~, y  = p. 
(b) m+r>pimpliesm+r=-=pfwandp=y=~Lar-i. 
Furthermore, if R is irreducible, then if (a) holds, R is uniquely determined by M, 
and af (b) holds R is uniquely determined by y. If M is irreducible, then af (a) 
holds, &I is determined by p, and af (b) is true then M is determined by R. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are proved in [2, Proposition 4.51, as are two of the four 
subsequent assertions. If  R is irreducible and (b) holds, let S = Ii* be 
the dual of R, St, V,(u). Then R* V,(U-~&~~) by [2, Lemma 2.31. (b) 
implies U.-W--~ = ~LOI +-l hence u--i = EC. Thus p determines u, and hence S , 
by [2, Proposition 4.41. So R = S* is determined by p. 
If  M is irreducible and (a) holds, let M = S*, where St, V,(u). Then 
p -= o-lg-1, and (a) implies CT-%?-~O~-” = p, hence c-l = p01. So U, and 
hence S and M are uniquely determined by p. 
The following proposition seems well-known, but we include it since it 
shows why we may usually assume K = 8. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.4. If  K’ is any extension field of K, and M is any fkitely 
generated, indecomposable KG-module, let MK~ = M 6& K’. Then M + MK, 
gives a one-to-one correspondence from the isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
KG-modules onto the isomorphism classes of indecomposable K’G-modules, such 
that M is projective if and only if MK’ is projective. If  X is an irreducible KG- 
module, X C M af and only af X,) C MK, . 
Proof. I f  X, M are any finitely generated KG-modules, Hom,,,(X,, , M$) 
R+ Horn&X, M) @ K’. So if X is irreducible, the last statement follows. 
Let {Vi} be the set of projective indecomposable KG-modules, Li = 
soc( Ui). I f  Ei denotes Hom,,(Ui , Ui) and I(,!$) is the Jacobson radical, 
then E,/J(E,) w K by [9, (18.8)], since K is a splitting field for G. So Ui,, is 
indecomposable by [9, (18.6)]. Since KG = @xi (dim, LJ Ui , we have 
KG = @x(dim,, LiK,)UiK, , whence the Ui,, comprise the projective 
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indecomposable KG-modules. If  G;.K, w UjK, then &, -=-_ soc( U+) w 
SOC( t7j,,) .- .- Lix, , whence L, SW Lj and z = j. 
Let Mtt V&J) be a nonprojective indecomposable KG-module. Since 
V,(p) @ K’ is an indecomposable K’N-module, the Green correspondence 
implies MK, has a unique nonprojective summand. Suppose Ux, / :%!Ir,~ for 
some projective indecomposable KG-module U. Then there exists a positive 
integer n, f$ E HomKG( U, M), gj E Hom,,(iW, U) and kj’ E K’ for 1 < j < R 
such that Cjfjgj @ kj’ = idoK, . I f  no fjgj maps onto C, then (U,,) 
(IL hgi 0 4’) Z bd uk , a contradiction. Hence some fjgj is onto, and so 
is a KG-isomorphism of U. It follows that U I M, a contradiction. So MKt 
remains indecomposable, the Green correspondent of V&A) @ K’ =-- VnL(p). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If X is an irreducible KG-module with rem X < p - 1, 
then theve exist an irreducible KG-module U, a nonprojective &decomposable 
KG-module M and an ordinary irreducible character 5 of G such that X Z &F, 
M/X m U, rem X $ rem U < p, and X, U aye both modular constituents of <. 
Also, there exist an irreducible KG-module V, a nonprojective indecomposable 
KG-module T, and an ordinary irreducible character 5 with V C I; T/V w X, 
rem X T rem V < p, and X, V both modular constituents of E. 
Proof. I f  the proposition is true for 6, then by Proposition 2.4 it is true, 
first for any field extension K’ of both K and 8, and then for K. So we may 
assume K = 8. Let X be in the p-block B. 1 < rem X <p --- 1 implies 
p > 2. 
Case I. Suppose sep X = rem X. 
(a) Suppose X is a constituent of an exceptional character x. I f  e =- p - 1, 
we may choose the exceptional vertex otherwise, since e = p -- 1 > 1, so 
assume e <p -.- 1. Let x = x1 , xs ,..., xt be the exceptional characters in B. 
By [13], there is a finitely generated G-free OG-module Y affording ‘& xi 
such that P has socle X. Since t 3 2, Y is not irreducible. So there exists an 
indecomposable module M C y  such that M 2 X and U = M/X is 
irreducible. U is another (not necessarily distinct) constituent of x, hence sep 
U==rem Cby[12].Thenrem U$rcmX<2e<p. 
(b) Suppose X is not a constituent of an exceptional character. Then we 
have the following situation in the graph of B: 
/ 
R 5,’ X . 
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R and X are constituents of an irreducible, nonexceptional character 5, and 
R separates X from the exceptional vertex. Now sep R = p - rem R, and 
if S is any other constituent of 5, sep S = rem S. Again by [13], there is a 
finitely generated O-free UG-module Y such that Y affords 5 and Y has 
socle X. So there is some indecomposable MC y  such that M > X and 
M/X is either R or some S. In either case we are done, since rem X + 
rem R = sep X + p - sep R < p, and rem X + rem S = sep X + 
sepS<sepR<e<p. 
Case 2. Suppose sep X = p - rem X. 
If  sep X = 1, rem X = p - 1, a contradiction. So there is a nonexceptional 
irreducible character 5 such that X is a constituent of 5 separating 5 from 
the exceptional vertex, and { has at least one other modular constituent. For 
any such constituent S, sep S = rem S < sep X, hence rem S + 
rem X <p. As above, there exists an indecomposable KG-module M with 
socle X and with M/X isomorphic to some such S. 
The second statement of the proposition follows by applying the first 
statement to X*. 
DEFINITION. Let ;\ be a linear character: N -+ K. By Proposition 2.3, there 
is at most one irreducible KG-module W with the following property: 
There is a nonprojective, indecomposable KG-module Y such that 
Y 2 W, Y/W is indecomposable with npmv h, and rem W + rem (Y/W) < p. 
Such W, if it exists, is said to absorb A. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let h be a linear charactm: N---f K, and let L be the 
unique irreducible KG-module with npmv A. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists an irreducible KG-module W which absorbs A. 
(ii) There is an ordinary irreducible character i with L and W both modular 
constituents of 5, and there exists a nonprojective indecomposable KG-module 
Ywith WCY, Y/W=L,andremL+rem W<p. 
(iii) remL <p - 1. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). I f  irreducible W absorbs h, then rem W <p - 1 by 
definition. Also, if Wt-, VW(w), Proposition 2.3 implies h = w&‘J. Proposition 
2.5 says there exist an indecomposable KG-module Y, an irreducible KG- 
module U and an ordinary irreducible character 5 with Y 1 W, Y/W m U, 
rem U + rem W < p, and W, U both modular constituents of 1;. Let T be 
the npmv of U. Then 7 = WM? by Proposition 2.3, hence 7 = X and U w L 
by [2, Proposition 4.41. 
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(ii) =- (iii). Clear since remL -+ rem W <p. 
(iii) 4 (i). By Proposition 2.5, there is an indecomposable KG-module 
Y and an irreducible KG-module W with W C Y, Y/W sx L and 
rem WT remL <p. 
The next result exhibits the “obstruction” to a npmv of a constituent of a 
module actually appearing as a main value of the module. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let L ++ V,(X) be a nonprojective, irreducible KG-module. Let 
W be the irreducible module which absorbs h if such W exists. Let M be any 
jinitely generated KG-module with no projective summands, and let n be the 
multiplicity of I, as a constituent of M. Say X occurs as a main value of M 
a times, and say W has multiplicity b as a constituent of M (b = 0 if W does 
not exist). Then a + b 3 n. Furthermore, if W has a pmv y, then A, y  together 
occur as main values of M at least n times, with y  counted as a pmv ;f /\ i/- y. 
Proof. Since the result is trivial when M is irreducible, we proceed by 
induction on dim,M. We may assume M is indecomposable. If  there is a 
maximal submodule Y C M with M/Y & L, then I. is a constituent of Y at 
least n times. By induction, the conclusion holds for Y, and hence for M. Thus 
if Y is a maximal submodule of M, we may assume iW/Y m L. [l 1, (7.7)] 
implies M has a unique maximal submodule Y. I,ct U be an irreducible 
submodule of M. :V/U is indecomposable, as it has the unique maximal 
submodule Y ’ Z: ! . 
Case 1. Suppose U $3 I,. 
Then L is a constituent of i/j U at least n times. So by induction, if X is a 
mv of Mj U a’ times, and W is a constituent of M/ U b’ times then a’ + b’ > n; 
if W has a pmv y, then h, y  together occur as main values of M/U at least 
n times, with y  counted as a pmv if h f  y. 
I f  X is not the npmv of M/U, then it is a pmv of MjU a’ times, hence is 
a pmv of M at least a’ times. Thus a > a’. Since b 3 b’ by definition, 
a 7 b > n. Also, h, y  together occur as pmv’s of M/U at least n times, hence 
are pmv’s of M at least n times. 
If  X is the npmv of Ml U, then h is still a pmv of M/U (hence of M) a’ - 1 
times, and h, y  together occur as pmv’s of M/U (hence of M) at least n - 1 
times. If  rem U + rem M/U > p, then h is the npmv of M by Proposition 
2.3, so a > a’ - 1 + 1 ::= a’. Then a + b >, n; A, y  are mv’s of M at least 
n times, with y  counted as a pmv if y  + h. If  rem U + rem M/U < p then 
L’ a W by Proposition 2.3. Thus b = b’ + 1, so a + b > a’ - 1 -!- b’ f  
1 > n. y  occurs as a pmv in M from the submodule W, in addition to its 
occurrences from M/W. We are done in this case. 
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Case 2. Suppose U * L. 
Then if h is a mv of M/L a’ times and W is a constituent of M/L 6’ times 
we. have a’ + b’ 3 n - 1; if W has pmv y  then h, y  together occur as mv’s 
of M/L at least n - 1 times, with y  counted as a pmv if h + y. 
his apmv ofM/La’ ora’- 1 times, and h, y  together are pmv’s of M/L 
at least n - 1 or ti - 2 times (a’, n - 1 unless h is the npmv of M/L). 
Then 
0 a,o;,p, liaGv G-3 c ~P(Yh 
” / 
n-lorla-2 
a projective submodule of (MiL)N, occurs as a summand of MN, with 
complement M’ = V,(,u) @ (projectivcs), where M +-> V&), M’ 1 V,(h), 
and &!‘/V~(h) B V,(,) $ (projectives) where M/L f-) V,(p). h is a mv of M’, 
hence h is a mv of M more times than it is a pmv from M/L. 
If  h # p, then h is a mv of M more than a’ times, i.e., a 3 a’ + 1, so 
a + b > a’ + 1 + b’ 3 n. Also, h, y  occur at least n times as main values for 
M , y  counted as a pmv if y  # h. 
If  X -;r p, the npmv of M/L, then if rem L --j- rem -M/L < p, L M W by 
Proposition 2.3. Thus b = b’ + 1, a 2 a’ - 1 + 1 = a’, hence 
a + b > a’ + 6’ --I- 1 > a. y  is a pmv of M from submodule W, in addition 
to being a pmv from 44/W. Therefore, h, y  occur at least (n - 2) + 2 = n 
times as main values of M, y  counted as a pmv if y  # h. Thus we may assume 
rem L f  rem AR/L > p. Then by [2, Lemma 2.71 M’ has npmv X and a 
pmv X. Hence, a > a’ - 1 + 2, so a + b 2 ~2, For the last time, h, y  occur 
at least n times as main values of M, y  counted as a pmv if A I/ y. 
The idea for the last result in this section is found in [8, Sect. 41. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume that G is not of type L,(p). Let J 4 G, J not of 
type L,(p). Let L be an indecomposable KG-module of dimension d, 1 < d < p - 
(e/2). Then 
(i) !Nn J:Cn Jj =e 
(ii) If C = P @ Z then G = JZ, hence for any irreducible KG-module X and 
ordinary irreducible character 0 of G, X, and 0, are irreducible. 
Proof. IfL f-) V,(h), then in factL N -. V&Q so thatl, is indecomposable. 
J 4 G and J not of type L,(p) imply P _C J, whence L, is indecomposable. 
Lete’=jNnJ:Cn JI.Thene’Ie,since(Nn])/Cn Jw(Nn.J)C/C, 
a subgroup of N/C. If  II is the kernel’ of L, , LJ is a faithful J/H-module. 
Since H is a p’-group, e’ is the same for J and J/H. Also, d >, 2(p - 1),/3 
by [7]. Since a faithful indecomposable K( J/N)-module of minimal degree 
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may be assumed irreducible, we have d > p - e’ by [2, (4.3)]. But 
p - (e/2) > p - e’ and e’ 1 e imply e’ = e. 
Now J 4 G implies G .: JNo(P) = JN. Let g be an element of N n J 
such that N A J =; (C n J, g). Since e is the relative order of g with respect 
to C n J, we see that N = (C, g). Thus G = JC. So if C = P x Z, we 
have G = JZ and (ii) follows. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem I. In view of Proposition 2.4, we may 
also assume that K = 6. Let d > m. As in the proof of Proposition 2.8, 
p - e < m. Also, m < p - (e/2), as otherwise s + u < e and we are done. 
If e = 1, thenrBurnside’s theorem implies G has a normal p-complement, a 
contradiction. So e > 1. 
L&L, = V,(X), MN = I’,&). By [7], d + m > 4(p - 1)/3 > p. Then by 
[2, Lemma 2.61 
By the Green correspondence, 
S-l 
L@M%@~L&$ 
i=O 
where Q is projective and Li f-) V~/d--mil.,.2i(h~~U 1 i). Then for each integer i 
with 0 < i < s - 1, we may choose a set of integers 5$ such that q n &$ = 
% if i -;“: k, v::: Fi is contained in the set of integers j such that 
s <j < m - 1, and 
All the Li are in the same p-block B by [2, Proposition 4.6]. 
(3.2) It suj?ces to assume G = G’, the commutator subgroup. 
Proof. Let H 4 G and J Q G be the kernels of L, &!I respectively. Since 
Lp and IUp are indecomposable, H and J are p’-groups. Then [7] implies 
Co&W/H) ~2: PH/H x Z(G/H) and coIJ(P J/ J) = P J/J x Z(Gj J). If y is 
48r/zX/3-12 
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any element of G such that y(H n J) is a p/-element of G/Hn J centralizing 
P(H n J)/Hn J, then yH is a $-element of G/H centralizing PHIH, hence 
yH E Z(G/H). So for any g E G, ygy-lg-l E H. Similarly, ygy-rg-l E J, 
whence YW n J> E WWnJ). Thus @ GMI~J(W n JWnJ) = 
P(H n J)/Hn J x Z(G/Hn J). All indecomposable K(G/Hn J)-modules, 
and all ordinary irreducible characters in a block of G/Hn J lie in a single 
block of G, and these blocks (if of positive defect) have the same sign. Also, 
e and t are the same for G and G/Hn J. So it suffices to prove the theorem 
for G/Hn J. Thus, we may assume H n J = (l), hence C = P x 2. 
Now let T = &G (la), the intersection of the derived groups. T is not of 
type L,(p). Let x be an exceptional character in B, and let X be an irreducible 
KG-module which is a constituent of x. By Proposition 2.8, Xr is an 
irreducible constituent of the irreducible character xr in a p-block B’ of T, 
where S,? = 8, . The nonprojective indecomposable summands of L, @ MT 
are the Green correspondents of the Vd-m+l+2&~~~r), hence are in B’ by 
[2, Proposition 4.61. Since 6,~ = 6, , and e, t are the same in T as in G, by 
Proposition 2.8, it suffices to prove the theorem for group T and modules 
L, , Mr. (3.2) is established. 
(3.3) It su$lices to assume 2 < e < p - 1. 
Proof. I f  e=p-1, then s+u<2@+2)/3<p- 1 =e, since 
p > 7. If  e = 2, then p - e < m < d implies s + u < 2e = e + 2 < e + 
t - 1, as p 3 11 implies t > 5. 
(3.4) The theorem is true for p = 11. 
Proof. By (3.3), we need only consider the case e = 5. Now s, u < 4 
by [7]. Suppose s = 4. Letting M = L* in (3.1), we have by [2, Lemma 2.31 
(L @L*)N = V,(h) 0 V,(h-W) w @ i V,,+&“) @ i V&j) (3.5) 
i=O j=4 
and L @L* = &, La @ Q, where Q is projective and L, f-) Vs,+i(&). Each 
L, M Li*, dim L, > 11 and dim L, > 11. Since the dual of each indecomposable 
summand of LiN must also appear in LiN , one of LIN or LzN has projective 
summand VD(a4) @ VP(~), and the other has projective summand VD(&). 
Hence, LsN = Vr(a3), and L, is an irreducible KG-module in B, , the principal 
1 l-block. L, @L, has the same decomposition as in (3.5). Then [2, Lemma 
3.31 implies LgN = V5(u2) @ V9(0z4) @ V@(C@). 
Since e = 5, sep L, = 4. Applying [12], we see one of two possibilities 
must occur in the graph of B, . * either L, is one of two modular constituents 
of an exceptional character x 
s x L3 . : 
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where sep S := 1 implies rem S =: p - 1 := 10, or the exceptional characters 
in B, are modular irreducible, and we have 
; s $ L2 - + 
where sep S = rem S = 5. In the first case, let SH T/lo(y). S is on the 
real stem, so S w S* implies y  = 01~ by [2, Lemma 2.31. Then by 
[2, Lemma 2.61 V,,(CC~) @ V,(a2) m Vs(olo) @ (projectives). The Green 
correspondence and [2, Theorem 4.11 imply there are nonzero invariants in 
S* @L, . So S is a constituent of L, with multiplicity at least 2, as I,, w L,*. 
Then 2 dim S < dim L, = 27 implies dim S = 10. Therefore, x(l) = 17. 
In the second case, let Stt V,(y). Again, S w S* implies y  = z2, so 
S Z-L, . WC have c(1) = 27 + 7 2: 34. 
Since L, E B, , [14] or [2, Proposition 4.81 implies L, has a representation 
which may be written in GF(11). I f  A u G is the kernel of La , then 
G/A C GL(7, 11). In either case above, G/A has an ordinary irreducible 
character with degree divisible by 17. Thus 17 1 j GL(7, 1 l)], a contradiction. 
We have shown that the case p :- 2 11, d = 7, e = 5 cannot occur under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1. Then s, u < 3, and 
s + u < 6 -LI e -+ t - 1 < e -/- 5. 
(3.6) We may assume e f  (p -- 1)/2 and e is odd, hence t > 4, e > 3. 
Proof. We may assume p > 13. Then s, u < (p + 3)/4 [2]. Suppose 
t=2.Thenu+s<(p + 3)/2 = e + 2, and the conclusion of the theorem 
is false only if u = s = (p + 3)/4 and 8, = 1. Suppose this is the case. Then 
for each i with 1 < i < s -- 1, LiN has projective summands. [2, Theorem 6.4] 
and the proof of [2, Lemma 5.51 (which does not require that L or .M be 
faithful) show that at most one LiN has only one projective summand. Let 
dim Li = 2i + 1 + mip, 0 < i < s - 1. Then (3.1) implies 
S--l 
(P - 3)/2 =1 p - 2s > C mi 2 m, i- 2(s - 1) - 1 = m. -1. (p - 3)/2. 
i-0 
Som~~2for1~i~s-landdimLo=1.G--~G’impliesL,-~lo,the 
one-dimensional trivial KG-module, and B .:. B, . Then LO++ V,(I), 
whence +a3 = 1. So p = h-‘olUs and M m L”. Now LSdl++ V(Pt-l),z(as-l), 
L,-, m Lz-r and dim L,-, is eitherp -+ (p -+- 1)/Z or 2p -+ (p + 1)/2. I f  L,-, 
is irreducible, then sep L,-, = p - rem L,-, =- (p - 1)/Z = e, hence L,-, 
lifts to an exceptional irreducible character in B, and sBO = - 1, a contradic- 
tion. If  L,-, is reducible, then [I, Theorems 9.3, 9.41 shows that 6s = - 1 0 
again. So it suffices to assume t > 2. 
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Suppose e is even, M is a faithful, indecomposable module for a homo- 
morphic image of G which is not of type&(p), which equals its commutator 
subgroup, and which has “the same value for e.” Then [2, Theorem 7.11 
implies u < e/2 + 1, hence s + u < e + 2, and the theorem holds. 
We may assume s + u > e + 2. For each integer i with 
(s-1+-t-u)/2<i<s--I, let C=s-l+e--u---i. 
Then e - u 6 i’ < (s - 1 + e - u)/2, and by Lemma 2.1 there is a finitely 
generated &free &G-module iV& .with ii;;7i w Li @L,* . Also, there is a 
finitely generated &free &G-module X with X M Ll(s+e-u)izl . (Square 
brackets denote the greatest integer symbol.) 
By Lemma 2.2, the exceptional characters in B appear in the character 
afforded by J& with a total multiplicity at least t - 2 if 6, = - 1, or at 
least 2 if 8, = 1. Also, the exceptional characters in B appear in the character 
afforded by X with a total multiplicity at least t - 1 if 8, = - 1, or 
at least 1 if 6, = 1. Let U be an irreducible KG-module which is a 
modular constituent of an exceptional character in B. I f  6, = - 1, U is a 
constituent of @ CiLi @ Lir ( w erc we sum over [(s + e - u)/2] < i < s- 1) h 
with multiplicity at least (t - 2) (s - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]), and is a con- 
stituent of L~(s.i.e-uj,zl at least t - I times. If  6, = 1, U is a constituent 
of @&Li @L,, (summed over [(s + e - u - 1)/2] < i < s - 1) with 
multiplicity at least 2(s - 1 - [(s + e - u - 1)/2]), and is a constituent of 
L&+-a--1),2 at least once ifs + e - u = 1 (mod 2). Since s - e + u is either 
2(s - 1 - [(s + e - u - 1)/2]) + 1 if s + e - u = 1 (mod 2), or 
2(s - 1 - [(s + e - u - 1)/2]) if s + e - u = 0 (mod 2), we have 
established 
(3.7) If U is any irreducible KG-module which is a constituent of an excep- 
tional character in B, then U is a constituent of @ & Li with multiplicity 
at least 
s-efu @L3 = 1) 
07 (t - 1) + (t - 2)(s - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]) (S, = -1). 
Suppose S, == 1. Let U be as in (3.7). Then 1 < rem U < e by [12]. 
Since e > 1, there must exist some such U +!+ 1, . Then G = G’ implies 
dimU>l.Ifrem U=l,thendimU>p.Ifrem U>l,thenPisnot 
in the kernel of U, hence dim U > 3(p - 1)/4. But rem U < e < (p - 1)/4 
implies dim U > p. So in any event, dim U > p hence U has a pmv y. 
Then by (3.7), y  is a pmv of L @ M at least s - e + u times. According to 
(3.1), the number of times y  can occur as a pmv of L @ M is at most t - 1, 
as m - s = p - (u + s) <p - e - 1 = (t - l)e, and 01 has order e. It 
followsthats-e+u<t-l,whences+u<e+t-1. 
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Suppose 6, = - 1. Let x be an exceptional character in B. For any U as 
in (3.7), p - e < rem U < p - 1 by [12]. Suppose there is an irreducible 
KG-module W which absorbs the npmv of U. Then Proposition 2.6 implies 
there is an ordinary irreducible character 5 with U and W both constituents of 
<andrem U+remW<p.ThenW& U(since2remU>2p-2e>p), 
and W is not a constituent of x (since in that case, sep W + sep U < e would 
imply rem W + rem U > 2p - e > p). So in the graph of B, we have 
‘\\ 
I 
\ \ 
‘X ----. y’j .---- 
u W 
and sep W = rem W < e. If rem W > 1 then dim W >, 3(p - 1)/4 implies 
dim W > p. If rem W = 1 then either dim W > p or W w I, , as G = G’. 
Thus either W has a pmv y or W w 1,. 
If W m I, then by Proposition 2.6 there is a nonprojective KG-module Y 
such that Y 2 I, and Y/l, M U. Then the npmv of U is 01-r by Proposition 
2.3. Since U lies on the real stem in B, , U m U*. So [2, Lemma 2.31 implies 
or2 = d-1 where r = rem 0: Hence Y = - 1 (mod e), so Y = p - 2. Now in 
the graph of B, we have 
.‘\ \ \ 
‘X 5 ----. 
U l i, 
where 5 has only two modular constituents. Since e 3 3, x must have another 
modular constituent with nmpv p, say, such that if there is an irreducible W 
which absorbs p, then W & 1, . 
If there is a constituent U of X, with npmv V, such that the irreducible 
KG-module W which absorbs v either does not exist or has pmv y = Y, then 
(3.7) and Lemma 2.7 imply Y is a main value of 1, @ &l at least (t - 1) + 
(t - 2) (s - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]) t imes. Since (3.1) shows no main value 
occurs more than t times, 
whence 
(t - 1) -j- (t - 2)(s - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]) < t 
s - 1 - (S + e - u)/2 < s - 1 - [(s $- e - u)/2] < li(t - 2) 
so 
since t 3 4. 
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Hence, we may assume there is an irreducible constituent U of x, with 
npmv V, and an irreducible KG-module W which absorbs V, and which has 
pmv y  --A V. Then (3.7) and Lemma 2.7 imply that V, y  together occur as main 
values of L @ M at least (t - 1) + (t - 2) (s - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]) times, 
with y  counted as a pmv. But no mv occurs more than t times, and no pmv 
more than t - 1 times. Hence 
(t - 1) + (t - 2)(S - 1 - [(s + e - u)/2]) < t -:- t - 1 = 2t - 1 
implying 
(s - 1) - (s $- e - u)/2 < (s - 1) - [(s + e - ~)/2] < t/(t - 2), 
(3.9) 
whence 
s + u < e + 2 + 2t,/(t - 2). 
I f  t 3 6 then s -t- u < e + 5 and we are done. If  t = 4, let B’ be the 
block in which the nonprojective summands of M @ M lie. I f  & = 1, the 
above argument, with s = u, implies u < (e + 3)/2. I f  S,t = -1, then (3.9) 
with s =z u yields 
24 - 1 - (e - 1)/2 = u - 1 - [e/2] < 2 
whence u < (e $- 5)/2. Th en s + u < e + 5 and the proof is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES 
Proof of Corollary 2. G satisfies Hypothesis A by [7]. We may assume 
K 2 b by Proposition 2.4. Since we may assume d > p - (e/2), Proposition 
2.8 implies it suffices to prove the result for group T = n,G(“) and module 
L, ; i.e., it suffices to assume G = G’. 
Now if e is even [2, Theorem 7.11 gives d > p - (e/2 + 1). I f  e is odd, 
let L = M and let block B be as in Theorem 1. The conclusion of the 
theorem gives either d 3 p - (e + 5)/2 or d 2 p - (e + t - 1)/2. 
Proof of Corollary 3. x(l) =p - e by [5], and p > 7 by [6], Feit’s 
reduction argument [S, (6.1)] shows that G is not of type L,(p). Let K = 8. 
[13] implies there is a finitely generated &free &G-module X affording x 
such that 8 : L is an indecomposable KG-module. Since X is faithful and 
P + G, L is faithful. Then G satisfies Hypothesis A [7]. 
Let 7 be the faithful linear character of 2 such that xz ::z x(l)+ Since 
q(Z) _C 8, let f  be the faithful linear character: Z -+ K obtained by composing 
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77 with the canonical homomorphism b -+ 6, A nonprojective indecomposable 
KG-module Mt, V,(y) is in B, if and only if pz = Tz. 
Suppose n is an integer prime to z, and M is an indecomposable KG-module 
in B,-, with 1 < dim M = vz <p. By (3.1), the nonprojective indecom- 
posable summands of L @ M lie in B, . Since n is prime to x, there exists an 
automorphism (r of the field of algebraic numbers in P such that 7” = 7”. 
Then x” is an irreducible exceptional character in B, with x0( 1) = p - e. 
Mence SBn = - 1. 
I f  e is even, then d > p - (e/2 + 1) by Corollary 2, hence e = 2 and 
u < 2. So we may assume e is odd, p > 11, and G = G’. Applying (3.9) 
with s = e we obtain 
24 < 2 + 2t/(t - 2). 
[IO] implies t > 6. But when t = 6, [3] gives p < 19, so u < e < 3. It 
suffices to assume t > 8, so that u < 2 + 1616. Then u < 4. 
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